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ABSTRACT 

The electronic document mainly describes the validity of the equation, A
x
+B

y
=C

z
 , where A,B,C,x,y&z are natural numbers and x,y&z 

are greater than 2, on a condition i.e. A,B&C have a common factor. 
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Ax+By=Cz, where A,B,C,x,y&z are natural numbers 

&  x,y,z>2. Then A,B&C have a common prime 

factor. 

To prove: A,B,C have a common factor(of course it may be a 

product of prime numbers) 

Solution: 

It’s obvious that the sum of two natural numbers, having their powers as 

natural numbers greater than 2, gives a natural number. 

This implies that the above statement can be written in the form, ax+by=c 

(where x&y are {natural numbers} exponents greater than 2 and a, b & c are 

natural numbers ) 

we can further multiply the above equation on both sides by a same quantity to 

convert it in the format of the required equation i.e. Ax+By=Cz      on doing so we 

get, 

(ax+by)t (ax+by)=c(ax+by)t    ; Here {t} is the L.C.M, or its multiple, of x&y and is 

an exponent too. 

The reason for {t} being the L.C.M. or its multiple will soon be clear after 

analyzing the lines below 

Now we will put the value of c which is equal to {ax+by} and solve 

ax(ax+by)t + by(ax+by)t = (ax+by) (ax+by)t 
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can be written as this: 

{a(ax+by)t/x }x + {b(ax+by)t/y}y = (ax+by)t+1 

to get that format of the equation i.e. Ax+By=Cz       [here z=t+1] 

where A= { a(ax+by)t/x } , B= { b(ax+by)t/y } & C= (ax+by) 

since {t} was the L.C.M. {or its multiple} of x&y therefore A & B are natural 

numbers (because the powers {t/x} & {t/y} will be natural too as {t} is the 

L.C.M. of x & y ,or its multiple) and as stated above a, b, x & y are natural 

,therefore C is also a natural number which is equal to (ax+by). 

Hence A, B & C have a common factor i.e. ax+by 

Let me give you some examples derived from this method: 

1)           (1992501252502)3 + (47439753)5 = (251)16 

2)                              (498134)3 + (849758)3 = (29302)4 

in first case 251 is common and in second case 29302 is common. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

76 + 77 = 983 

the above type of equation can be represented by this method which is a 

special case 

ax + by =c , {where ax =1 & by = some natural number=c-1 , whose power y=1 

and c is perfect root , i.e. can be perfect cube ,perfect fourth ,etc,.}, or we may 

write it like this: 1+(gz-1)=gz {where c=gz, z>2 &  g , z belongs to natural 

numbers} 

since y=1, therefore it can’t be represented the former way I proved because 

its condition says x & y are greater than 2 
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so, now on multiplying both the sides by (anxbny)t  {here t=z} 

(ax + by) (anxbny)t = c(anxbny)t 

ax(anxbny)t + by(anxbny)t = (anxbnyc1/t)t 

on putting the value of ax =1 and y=1 ,we get 

bnt + b1+nt =(bnc1/t)t 

bnt + b(1+nt) = (bnc1/t)t 

(c-1)nt + (c-1)(1+nt) = {(c-1)nc1/t}t    [after putting b=c-1] 

On comparing the above equation with this  {AX+BY=CZ}   equation 

{nt=X, 1+nt=Y, t=Z , from observation} 

on putting t=z ,we get 

(c-1)nz + (c-1)(1+nz) = {(c-1)nc1/z}z , on putting the value of c=gz we get, 

(gz-1)nz + (gz-1)(1+nz) = {g(gz-1)n}z 

Therefore these type of equations also include Beal’s conjecture since (gz-1) is 

common in A,B&C 

76 + 77 = 983 

in this equation z=3 , n=2 , gz=8 

one similar example derived from this method is 

(242)5+(242)6 = (726)5       here gz-1=242 is common 

here n=1 , z=5 , gz=243 

above equation when n=2 is 
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(242)10+(242)11 = (175692)5       here gz-1=242 is common in A,B&C. 

Conclusion 

Any equation of the form {Ax+By=Cz , where A,B,C,x,y&z are natural numbers and x,y&z are greater than 2 } is only true 

when A,B&C have a common factor subsequently derives a general formula and a corollary for this type of equation, 

further making it possible to cite examples of any magnitude within the parameters of human endeavor. 
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